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The potential and the pitfalls  
of metatheory in IR
Os potenciais e as armadilhas da metateoria 
em Relações Internacionais
Lucas G. Freire1
Abstract
Metatheory is a type of  systematic discourse on theory in a given academic 
discipline. This article further explores this notion of  metatheory and 
critically discusses a number of  views against and in favour of  metatheory 
JO*OUFSOBUJPOBM3FMBUJPOT	*3
5IFSFBSFATUSPOHBOEANJMEDMBJNTBHBJOTU
metatheoretical IR that should not be ignored. Nevertheless, some of  the claims 
BHBJOTUNFUBUIFPSZJO*3DPOUSBEJDUUIFNTFMWFT#FTJEFTUIFATUSPOHDMBJNUIBU
aims for the complete elimination of  metatheoretical discourse in IR depends 
on metatheory as a presupposition. For this reason, it cannot be maintained. 
A.JMEDMBJNTPOUIFPUIFSIBOEBDLOPXMFEHFUPTPNFFYUFOUUIFQPUFOUJBMPG 
metatheory in IR, whilst pointing out contingent problems in its current form. 
Some of  these issues are acknowledged and contrasted with a number of  claims 
in favour of  metatheory, leading to a moderate defence of  metatheoretical 
discourse in IR.
Keywords: metatheory, philosophy of  social science, philosophy of  science, IR 
theory, methodology.
Resumo
A metateoria é uma forma de discurso sistemático sobre teorias numa dada 
disciplina acadêmica. Este artigo explora esta de+nição de metateoria e discute 
criticamente algumas visões contrárias e favoráveis à metateoria em Relações 
*OUFSOBDJPOBJT	3*
&YJTUFNPCKFÉ×FTAGPSUFTFACSBOEBTÆNFUBUFPSJ[BÉÈP
na disciplina. Apesar de algum mérito nesses posicionamentos contrários à 
NFUBUFPSJBBMHVOTQPOUPTTFDPOUSBEJ[FN"MÊNEJTTPBTPCKFÉ×FTAGPSUFT
que visam à completa eliminação do discurso metateórico de RI, dependem 
da metateoria em seu pressuposto. Por isso, elas não podem ser mantidas. Já 
BTPCKFÉ×FTACSBOEBTSFDPOIFDFNBMHVNBNFEJEBEFDPOUSJCVJÉÈPQPTJUJWBEP
discurso metateórico em RI, mas apontam problemas contingentes na forma 
como ele é realizado. Alguns desses problemas são reconhecidos e contrapostos 
a uma série de argumentos favoráveis à metateoria, numa defesa moderada de 
um espaço para metateorização na disciplina.
Palavras-chave: Metateoria, Filoso+a das ciências sociais, Filoso+a da ciência, 
Teorias de RI, Metodologia.
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A controversial topic
Metatheory, or systematic discourse about theory, is a controversial 
topic in International Relations (IR) scholarship. For better or for worse, 
it has played an important role in key disciplinary debates and attracted 
a considerable negative response from some IR scholars and practitio-
ners. “IR theorising is in a state of chronic epistemological, normative, 
NFUIPEPMPHJDBM BOE POUPMPHJDBM DPOUFTUBUJPOu 	8&4-&:  Q

The highly contested status of this kind of scholarly discourse has drawn 
comments from those for and against metatheorising IR. A good number 
of well-known studies that focus mainly on metatheoretical issues have 
recently emerged in the +eld. Although it may be argued that metatheory 
has been implicit in the historical formation of IR as a whole (WIGHT, 
2002), the growing specialisation and self-awareness of these studies sug-
gest that a metatheoretical sub-+eld in the discipline is likely to emerge. 
This is not surprising in light of similar cases of self-re,ective +elds of 
research in other disciplines like Sociology (Philosophy of Social Sci-
ence) and Economics (Economic Methodology). The new con+guration 
of metatheoretical discourse in IR is worth following on its own merits, 
but if it indeed crystallises into a sub-+eld, then IR scholars shall be left 
XJUIZFUBOPUIFSKVTUJêDBUJPOGPSBOBMZTJOHUIFAQPUFOUJBMBOEAQJUGBMMTPG
metatheory in IR.
In this article, I provide a starting point for this kind of exercise 
with a three-step study. First, I present philosophical and conceptual 
arguments in light of the most general contributions to the de+nition 
BOEEFTDSJQUJPOPGNFUBUIFPSZ	#6/(&B
BOEPGJUTSPMFTJOTPDJBM
TDJFODF	#6/(&(*%%&/43*5;&3#5*--:

Second, I go to IR proper and look at the general perceptions of the issue, 
which can be both positive and negative. Third, with a brief discussion 
of this literature I return to philosophical analysis and add my own argu-
ment in favour of IR metatheory. My starting point is the de+nition of 
NFUBUIFPSZBTATZTUFNBUJDEJTDPVSTFPOUIFPSZBOEBOFYQMPSBUJPOPGUIF
analytic implications of this de+nition. I suggest that, despite their main 
empirical focus, scienti+c academic disciplines also have some space for 
metatheoretical research (FREIRE, 2010).
This study moves beyond the basics and looks at what metatheory 
has concretely been doing in the speci+c case of IR. My review of the 
literature for and against metatheory in the discipline reveals some of 
the perceptions of key IR scholars. On the one hand, the potential posi-
tive roles that metatheory may play in the discipline are highlighted. 
Amongst them are the clari+cation, evaluation and improvement of theo-
retical material, the adjustment of conceptual systems from one context 
to another, the examination of the discipline itself, and +nally, the speci+c 
use of metatheory as a theoretical tool in some cases. On the other hand, 
there are those who emphasise the negative roles metatheory has played, 
and can play, in the +eld. Some of these roles are contingent on an in-
crease in complexity and fragmentation of the discipline or a decrease in 
relevance and attractiveness of IR research and teaching. In this category, 
we may also speak of destructive political dynamics in which metatheory 
&Z/Z͕>͘'͘ dŚĞƉŽƚĞŶƟĂůĂŶĚƚŚĞƉŝƞĂůůƐŽĨŵĞƚĂƚŚĞŽƌǇŝŶ/Z
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JTTBJEUPCFJOWPMWFEJOBGFXEJďFSFOUXBZT#FTJEFTUIFTFDPOUJOHFOUAFY-
ternalities,’ metatheory is portrayed as intrinsically negative in the case 
PGBêFMEMJLF*3GPSBOBMZUJDSFBTPOT5IJTJTUIFASBEJDBMPSATUSPOHBSHV-
ment against metatheoretical discourse in IR. Since the study of theories 
must not be con,ated with the study of world politics, it follows that, 
other things being equal, there is a trade-o- between metatheory and the 
actual study of political practice at the global level—which is what IR is 
supposed to do in the +rst place.
Despite its strengths and spark of correctness, the strong claim 
against metatheory does not hold water from a logical point of view. In the 
discussion I o-er in light of my conceptual exploration of what metatheo-
ry is and does, and in light of the main complaints against metatheory, I 
conclude that, due to its conditions of possibility, any strong argument for 
the complete elimination of metatheory from the discursive domain of an 
academic discipline will incur in contradiction. This means that, at least to 
some extent, metatheory will always be around and we will have grapple 
with it. Notice that I do not intend to defend the status quo of metatheory 
in IR. There are quite a few problems with the way it has arranged itself to 
date, although there are indications of improvement. The question then is 
not so much whether we need metatheory in the +eld, but rather, whether 
(and how) we can improve IR metatheory to avoid several of the short-
comings rightly pointed out by its critics. My argument, therefore, unites a 
priori philosophical analysis to a posteriori arguments in IR on the subject. 
It deals with what metatheory generally does as such, and with what it has 
been doing in IR as a matter of contingency.
Theory and metatheory
.FUBUIFPSZJTVTVBMMZEFêOFEBTAUIFPSZPGUIFPSZ5IJTEFêOJUJPO
appears in a more or less consistent form in the philosophy of science 
	#6/(&BQ
JOHFOFSBMTPDJBMTDJFODF	#6/(&Q

BOEFWFOJO*3	,63,*8*()5Q
*UPCWJPVTMZCFHTGPSGVS-
UIFS DMBSJêDBUJPOPGXIBU AUIFPSZNFBOT TJODF UIF UFSNêHVSFT JOCPUI
parts of the concept. Theory, as any other key word, is understood in light 
of di-erent approaches, not only in scholarship but also in everyday use 
	453"644Q
'PSUIJTSFBTPOJUJTOPUTVSQSJTJOHUIBUEFTQJUF
their agreement on the basic concept, scholars will have di-erent notions 
PGXIBUNFUBUIFPSZMPPLTMJLFBOEIPXJUPQFSBUFT	(*&3&Q
/FW-
FSUIFMFTTJUJTTUJMMQPTTJCMFUPBUUBJOBADPNNPOEFOPNJOBUPS	BTJUXFSF

BDSPTTUIFNBJODPODFQUVBMOPUJPOTPGAUIFPSZUPBQQMZJUUPANFUBUIFPSZ
In any case, it is clear from my initial de+nition that metatheory is a spe-
ci+c kind of theory, namely one that primarily focuses on theories. I should 
note, moreover, that metatheory, being a kind of theory, is also an object in 
JUTFMG5IBUJTCFDBVTFNFUBUIFPSZJTBAUIFPSZPGUIFPSZBOECFDBVTFJUJTB
kind of theory, it follows that it can eventually be employed in the theoreti-
cal study of metatheories. This is an important implication because, even 
CFGPSFXFPQFOVQUIFDPODFQUPGANFUBUIFPSZJUEFOPUFTPOFDSVDJBMSPMF
QMBZFE CZNFUBUIFPSZ UIBU PG UIFPSJTJOH BCPVU metatheory (LAKATOS, 
Q
*TIBMMSFUVSOUPUIJTQPJOUBUUIFFOEPGUIFQBQFS
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Let us now proceed to a brief examination of metatheory in light of 
XIBU*IBWFDBMMFEUIFADPNNPOEFOPNJOBUPSTIBSFECZEJďFSFOUDPODFQ-
tual views of theory. Strictly speaking, an empirical theory is a set of sys-
tematically arranged propositions of a hypothetical nature “within which 
valid arguments (i.e., deductive chains) can be constructed” (BUNGE, 
Q
5IFPSJFTBSFBSUFGBDUTJOUFOEFEUPNBLFTFOTFPGBOBCTUSBDU
PSHBOJTBUJPOPGFWJEFODF	45"'-&6
5IFSFBSFUXPNBJOPQ-
posing views of theories in the specialised literature. One, under the in-
,uence of logical positivism, emphasises the syntactic and formal features 
PGUIFPSFUJDBMTZTUFNT	/"(&-8"350'4,:
*OUIJTWFJO
theories are seen as “collections of statements that can have a formal rep-
resentation as axiomatic systems.” Whilst looking at a theory, we would 
be able to “separate the logical structure of a theory (calculus) from its fac-
UVBMDPOUFOUu4PNFPGUIFTFTFOUFODFTXPVMECFAVOJOUFSQSFUFEMPHJDBM
EFSJWBUJPOTGSPNBYJPNTXIFSFBTTFWFSBMPGUIFNXPVMECFAJOUFSQSFUFE
MPHJDBMPCTFSWBUJPOBMBOEUIFPSFUJDBMUFSNT	#0350-055*Q

This view was very popular in the golden age of logical positivism. Al-
CFSU&JOTUFJO	Q
GPSFYBNQMFEFêOFEUIFPSJFTBTiUIFUPUBMJUZPG
the primary concepts, i.e., concepts directly connected with sense expe-
riences, and theorems connecting them.” Of paramount importance is 
“the aim to represent the multitude of concepts and theorems, close to 
experience, as theorems, logically deduced and belonging to a basis, as 
narrow as possible of fundamental concepts and fundamental relations 
XIJDIUIFNTFMWFTDBOCFDIPTFOGSFFMZu	&*/45&*/Q
"DDPSE-
ing to him, “by means of such concepts and mental relations between 
them, we are able to orient ourselves in the labyrinth of sense impres-
TJPOTu	&*/45&*/Q

With the emergence of several challenges to the logical positivist 
theory of science, a new understanding of theories has been developed 
which emphasises semantic properties, i.e., the connection between theo-
ries and reality. The syntactic view, according to its critics, “su-ers from 
a number of serious oversimpli+cations, due in large part to its almost 
FYDMVTJWFDPODFSOXJUIGPSNBMBTQFDUTu	"$)*/45&*/Q
5PP
much emphasis on the formal and syntactic features of theories can de-
tract from a proper understanding of how they work in scienti+c practice 
	3*$&Qď
5IFTFNBOUJDWJFXGPSUIJTSFBTPOQPTUVMBUFTUIBU
“we should not begin with the language itself, but with the scienti+c prac-
UJDFTJOXIJDIUIFMBOHVBHFJTVTFEu	(*&3&Q
BLFZQSBDUJDF
CFJOHUIBUPGSFQSFTFOUBUJPO.PEFMTBSFUIFNBJOACSJEHFCFUXFFOTDJ-
enti+c representation and reality and, for this reason, the semantic view 
TQFBLTNPSFPGNPEFMTUIBOUIFPSJFTBTTVDI	(*&3&Q14*--
-04  Q
#BT WBO'SBBTTFO 	 Q
XIP JT LOPXO GPSIJT
defence of the semantic notion, concurs that a theory should be presented 
“in the +rst instance by identifying a class of structures as its models.” He 
adds that “the language used to express the theory is neither basic nor 
VOJRVFuJODPOUSBTUXJUIUIFTZOUBDUJDWJFXiUIFTBNFDMBTTPGTUSVDUVSFT
could well be described in radically di-erent ways.” Contrary to Frigg 
BOE)BSUNBOOT	Q
SFBEJOHUIBUUIFTFNBOUJDBQQSPBDISFRVJSFT
the rejection of formal axiomatisation, advocates of this view of theories 
&Z/Z͕>͘'͘ dŚĞƉŽƚĞŶƟĂůĂŶĚƚŚĞƉŝƞĂůůƐŽĨŵĞƚĂƚŚĞŽƌǇŝŶ/Z
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have defended the procedure under certain conditions (ACHINSTEIN, 
Q
 *OBOZDBTF UIFSFBSFPUIFS GSVJUGVMXBZTPG GPSNBMJTJOH
and presenting theoretical models, and these should also be taken into 
BDDPVOU	7"/'3""44&/Q

Critiques of the semantic view have also emerged. It has been point-
ed out that “the semantic view of theories is, in most of its guises, not about 
theories at all, but about models, because the former are de+ned solely in 
UFSNTPG UIF MBUUFSuBOEiXIBUXF UZQJDBMMZDBMM ATDJFOUJêDLOPXMFEHF JT
not completely captured by [...] reducing theories to models” (MORRISON, 
Q
)PXFWFSUIJTEPFTOPUNFBOUIBUFJUIFSTZOUBDUJDPSTFNBO-
tic approaches should be completely discarded altogether, but rather should 
be understood as shedding light on di-erent roles played by theoretical ma-
UFSJBM JOTDJFODF5IFSF JT JOEFFEB ADPNNPOEFOPNJOBUPSBDSPTTUIFTF
UXPAFYUSFNFT	)&/%3:14*--04Q
8FNBZDFSUBJOMZUIJOL
of theories as systematic arrangements of propositions, but we also have to 
bear in mind that their point is not only to organise data, but also to repre-
TFOUBHJWFOADVUPGSFBMJUZ.PSFPWFSJUJTDMFBSUIBUCPUIBQQSPBDIFTTUSFTT
the need for clarity and a certain degree of formality in the presentation of 
UIFPSJFT	#6/(&BQ
0GDPVSTFUIFPSJFTBSFOPUACPSODMFBSBOE
concise. Formalisation is a procedure that develops throughout the history 
of a research programme. On the whole, we may still speak of theories and 
NPEFMTBTAIZQPUIFUJDBMEFEVDUJWFDIBJOTPGBSHVNFOUTFWFOJOTPDJBMTDJ-
FODF	#6/(&BQ

If, however, we are too strict in the formal requirements for calling 
TPNFUIJOHBAUIFPSZJHOPSJOHUIJTIJTUPSJDBMBTQFDUXFXJMMOPUCFEPJOH
KVTUJDFUPUIFXJEFTQSFBEVTFPGUIFUFSN5IFTBNFBQQMJFTUPANFUBUIFPSZ
If we require a strictly axiomatised or even just robustly formalised concep-
UVBMTZTUFNGPDVTFEPOUIFTUVEZPGUIFPSJFTUIFNTFMWFTXFNBZAEFëBUF
the term to the extent that only metamathematics will still be a good refer-
FOU 	#6/(&BQ
5IFSFBSFTFWFSBMXBZTPG 	NFUB
UIFPSJTJOH
and also of formalising an argument. Sometimes diagrams and equations 
may be appropriate, sometimes plain text will be more than enough. It is 
good practice to be conceptually clear, which means being formal and sys-
tematic to a minimum extent. For these reasons, and in order to avoid mis-
VOEFSTUBOEJOHSFMBUFEUPFJUIFSAFYUSFNFWJFXPGUIFPSZ*QSFGFSUPTQFBL
PGNFUBUIFPSZJOUFSNTPGATZTUFNBUJDEJTDPVSTFBCPVUUIFPSZ5IFNBJO
FMFNFOUTBSFTUJMMIFSFJUJTNJOJNBMMZGPSNBMJUJTBTFUPGJOUFSSFMBUFEQSPQ-
ositions (systematic discourse), and it focuses to a great extent on theory. 
5IJTEFêOJUJPOJTëFYJCMFFOPVHIUIBUNVDIPGXIBUXFDBMMANFUBUIFPSZ
outside mathematics is not excluded by default, but it is also limited enough 
to rule out statements such as “I don’t like theory, it’s too boring” (which I 
am sure we hear quite often from +rst-year undergraduates). Metatheory, 
then, is systematic discourse about theory.
8IBUEPFTNFUBUIFPSZEP )PXEPFTJUPQFSBUF *UJTIBSEUPNBLF
B QBSTJNPOJPVT ADMPTFE MJTU PG JUT SPMFT CFDBVTF JO BCTUSBDU UIFSF BSF
many possible uses for systematic discourse in which theory +gures as 
the main subject matter, or one of the main objects of analysis. We can, 
for example, speak of theories in connection with empirical reality and 
other theories. We can also speak about elements or parts of a certain 
ĞƐƚƵĚŽƐŝŶƚĞƌŶĂĐŝŽŶĂŝƐͻ v. 1 n. 2 jul-dez 2013 p. 271-302
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theory or its historical development over time. We can speak about a 
ANFUBTDJFOUJêDBOBMZTJTPGBOBDBEFNJDEJTDJQMJOFJOXIJDIJUTNBJOUIFP-
ries +gure as a key part of the explanation about how that +eld works 
	3"%/*5;,:
8FDBOBMTPTQFBLBCPVUUIFBEKVTUNFOUPGUIFP-
retical material from one context to another, or from wide (Philosophy) 
to narrow (Theory) and so on. A further way of expanding this list is the 
possibility of being hermeneutical (what it means), explanatory (how it 
works), critical (what is wrong) and even normative (what should be the 
DBTF
 BCPVU UIFPSZ"SHVBCMZ BMM UIFTF AQPJOUT PG FOUSZ JOUP UIFPSZ HP
together in most cases. But the fact remains that their coherent diversity 
widens the scope of roles for metatheory in any given setting, simply by 
implication from its de+nition.2 Instead of unpacking all of these in detail, 
I look at the roles that have been ascribed to metatheory in the empirical 
case of IR.
The potential of metatheory in IR
A growing number of IR scholars point out the potential of 
metatheory and are generally supportive of metatheoretical investiga-
tion. They urge us to look at systematic discourse about theory as some 
TPSUPGDPODFQUVBMANFDIBOJTNUIBUFOBCMFTDFSUBJOEJTDVSTJWFNBOPFV-
vres deemed necessary to the discipline. Because it opens up this kind 
of space, metatheory is seen as providing a positive contribution to the 
+eld. The positive roles of metatheoretical research are broadly organised 
JOUPUXPDBUFHPSJFTUIPTFQFSUBJOJOHUPUIFPSFUJDBMNBUFSJBMJOJTPMBUJPO
somehow, and those that also take into account contexts that are external 
to this material.
Internal positive roles of metatheory
Most explicit defences of metatheoretical scholarship in IR focus on 
the +rst kind of roles for metatheory, i.e., those pertaining to theoretical 
NBUFSJBMBTTVDI	-"6%"/Q
*OUIJTDBUFHPSZNFUBUIFPSZ
+gures as the primary framework enabling the clari+cation, evaluation 
BOE JNQSPWFNFOU PG UIFPSJFT 	#6/(&  Q
 #Z ADMBSJêDBUJPO *
mean a hermeneutically charitable treatment of theoretical material aim-
ing at its clear exposition. This may or may not include a further step 
UPXBSEUIFGPSNBMJTBUJPOPGUIFUIFPSZVOEFSTDSVUJOZ	TFF#6/(&
BOE UIFEFCBUF JO 4611& 
CVU UIF JNQPSUBOU FMFNFOUIFSF JT UIF
attempt to grasp and clarify the concepts of a theory, the way they re-
late to each other in key propositions, and the way these propositions 
SFMBUFUPFBDIPUIFS 	"%-&37"/%03&/Q
5IJTLJOE
PGFďPSUJTWJTJCMFJOBUUFNQUTUPASBUJPOBMMZSFDPOTUSVDUUIFPSFUJDBMNB-
UFSJBMJO*3TVDIBTGPSFYBNQMF+PIO7BTRVF[T	
TUVEZPG3FBMJTU
theories and their relationship to empirical research or Stefano Guzzini’s 
(2000) analysis of the introduction and formation of IR Constructivism. 
Other cases involve work particularly related to disciplinary history, like 
#SJBO4DINJEUT	
EFUBJMFEFYQPTJUJPOPGFBSMZth century theories 
PGXPSMEQPMJUJDT0UIFSTQSFGFS UP GPDVTPO JOEJWJEVBM BVUIPSTPS ALFZ
2. Thus, metatheory is more than 
merely a theory where ‘theory’ figures 
as a ‘dependent variable’.
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êHVSFT	/&6."//8"&7&3
0OFFYBNQMFJT,FJUI5PQQFST
	
UIPSPVHIDSJUJDBMSFWJFXPG,FOOFUI8BMU[TDPOUSJCVUJPOBOE*BO
)BMMT	
NPOPHSBQIQSPWJEJOHBDMPTFSFBEJOHPG.BSUJO8JHIUTJO-
ternational thought.
Of course, a good deal of metatheoretical research in IR has been 
EFEJDBUFEUPUIFDSJUJRVFTPGTPNFPGUIFTFASFDPOTUSVDUJPOTBOEUPPďFS-
ing alternative readings. Once metatheoretical space as clari+cation of 
theories is opened up, it will almost certainly attract all sorts of corre-
lated metatheoretical discourses emerging from an initial step. Not only 
UIBUUIFJTTVFPGRVFTUJPOJOHUIFWFSZQSJODJQMFTPOXIJDIUIFTFBUUFNQUT
to clarify theory reside is also likely to emerge. I want to illustrate this 
with a couple of minor debates as well as a more encompassing debate. 
I begin with the discussion between Colin Wight and poststructuralist 
theorists David Campbell and Roxanne Lynn Doty. In response to Camp-
CFMMT	
EFGFODFPG/JFU[TDIFBOAQFSTQFDUJWJTNGPSTFDVSJUZTUVEJFTJO
BSFWJFXBSUJDMF8JHIU	
RVFTUJPOFEUIFJOUFSQSFUBUJPOPG/JFU[TDIFT
philosophy and its implications. The rejoinder questioned traditional cri-
UFSJBGPSIFSNFOFVUJDWBMJEBUJPOBOEUIFADMPTVSFPGAQSFNBUVSFXSJUJOH
	$".1#&--
*OBOPUIFSNJOPSEFCBUFBQPTUTUSVDUVSBMSFBEJOHPG
UIF BHFODZTUSVDUVSFQSPCMFN 	%05:
XBTRVFTUJPOFE 	8*()5
C
BOEUIFSFKPJOEFSDBNFBMPOHUIFTBNFMJOFTXJUIQBSUJDVMBSSFGFS-
FODFUP+BDRVFT%FSSJEBTOPUJPOPGAPQFOOFTTPGJOUFSQSFUBUJPOT	%05:

5PUIBU8JHIU	
SFQMJFEUIBU%FSSJEBTDPOUSJCVUJPOUPIFSNF-
neutics should, to say the least, clearly not be read in the same way as a 
handbook of French cooking, although there is certainly space to discuss 
whether a speci+c interpretation is or is not a persuasive one. A more 
FODPNQBTTJOHEFCBUFBTJMMVTUSBUJPOJT4DINJEUT	
EFGFODFPGBOAJO-
ternalist’ and contextualised reading of theoretical material against IR 
AFYUFSOBMJTUTMJLF4UBOMFZ)PďNBOO	Q
BOE5PSCKPSO,OVUTFO
	Q
BDDPSEJOHUPXIPNFWFOUTMJLFUIFFOEPGUIF$PME8BSBOE
other grandiose political and social moments determine variation in the-
PSFUJDBMUIPVHIU$BSFGVMJOUFSQSFUBUJPOBOEASFDPOTUSVDUJPOJTQFSDFJWFE
as a requirement in order to avoid “misleading and simplistic depiction” 
of theoretical material, especially in the case of “past authors and eras” 
	7*(/&48"3"/ 26*3,  Q
 5IJT JT QBSUJDVMBSMZ SFMFWBOU
when these “classical authors” are “employed by contemporary theorists 
to articulate particular positions” that might be extremely problematic 
	#308//"3%*/3&/((&3Q
)JTUPSJDBMPSPUIFSXJTFUIJT
kind of argument over exegetical principles is, of course, framed as ancil-
lary to the aim of clarifying theoretical texts.
Clari+cation, however, occurs very rarely as an end in itself. It is 
generally viewed as contributing to the evaluation and improvement of 
UIFPSFUJDBM NBUFSJBM 	3*5;&3 B Q
 5IF FWBMVBUJWF FMFNFOU JT
very easy to understand if we look, for example, at the role played by for-
NBMJTBUJPOJOUIFDMBSJêDBUJPOPGUIFPSJFTXIFOUIFEJTUJODUJPOCFUXFFO
core and auxiliary propositions becomes clear, then not only are we able 
to tell the story of the development of that research programme, but 
also evaluate it in a way that does not harm its elementary points or that 
BCBOEPOT UIFN BMUPHFUIFS 	-","504 
 .PSFPWFS GPSNBMJTBUJPO
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quite often implicates methodological adjustment of theoretical proposi-
tions for the purpose of orienting them towards empirical investigation 
	#6/(&C.033*40/Q
'PSFYBNQMFJGXFBSFUBML-
JOHBCPVUAQPXFSBTBUIFPSFUJDBMOPUJPOXFNBZBMTPXBOUUPCSJEHFUIBU
with empirical or discursive reality by using some indicator, variable or 
category to help us locate and analyse power in that cut of reality (MAT-
5&3/Q
-BTUCVUOPUMFBTUGPSNBMJTBUJPOBMTPIFMQTEJTUJO-
guish between propositions that are integral to the theory, whether in an 
axiomatic way or whether by implication, and separate these bits from 
AOPJTF EJHSFTTJPOT TJEF DPNNFOUT BOE QSPQPTJUJPOT UIBU BJN UP TIFE
light on others but which are not properly parts of the theory (STAFLEU, 

3FEVDJOHUIFOVNCFSPGFMFNFOUTUPCFDSJUJDBMMZBOBMZTFEBOEQVU-
ting them in evidence are de+nitely a starting point for internal criticism. 
In this procedure, the metatheorist tries the theory’s internal consisten-
DZJOMJHIUPGUIFMPHJDBMMZQSJPSFďPSUPGASFDPOTUSVDUJPOPGUIFSFMFWBOU
material from, say, the book or wider text in which it originally +gures. 
Waltz’s Neorealism is not the same thing as Theory of International Politics.
Together with evaluation of theory comes the improvement of 
theory. Sometimes testing a theory within the context of a research pro-
gramme leads to further theorising and internal improvement of the pro-
gramme. For example, John Mearsheimer’s (2001) rejected some points 
of Neorealism and proposed the further re+nement taking into account 
geography, sub-systems and more external e-orts and strategies apart 
from balancing. This kind of intellectual episode does not occur solely 
in neat and tidy theories like Neorealism. Other examples are Hedley 
#VMMT	Q
SFêOFNFOUPG.BSUJO8JHIUT	Q
DPODFQU
PGATUBUFTTZTUFNSFKFDUJOHBATV[FSBJOTZTUFNBTBDBUFHPSZBOEJODMVE-
ing hierarchy rather as an institution of international societies under the 
IFBEJOHA(SFBU1PXFSEJSFDUPSBUF"OEUIFO"EBN8BUTPOT	Q

GVSUIFSEJTDVTTJPOPGUIFUIFNFSFTUPSJOHUIFOPUJPOPGTV[FSBJOUZCVU
JODMVEJOHJU JOBATQFDUSVNSBOHJOHGSPNNPSFUPMFTTIJFSBSDIJDBMBTB
key mechanism constituting a great deal of processes in international sys-
tems and societies. This kind of further clari+cation, criticism and re+ne-
ment often occur within a research programme.
Despite this, metatheory may often lead to the improvement of 
theory in a sense that is external to a speci+c theory. It may lead to the 
demise, at least temporarily, of a certain research programme by the 
metatheorist to pursue a distinct theoretical avenue on the same issue. In 
this vein, metatheoretical research can, and does, open up space for new 
theories which purport to solve problems that the previous ones could 
OPUIBOEMF	CVUTFF-"6%"/Q
1FSIBQTUIFNPTUSFNBSL-
able illustration is the role that metatheoretical critiques of Waltz’s works 
played for a full decade in IR leading to the introduction of a plethora of 
OFXBQQSPBDIFTJOUIFMBUFTBOEFBSMZT	(6;;*/*Q

5IJTJTUIFXBZJOXIJDIUIFJODJQJFODFPG8FOEUJBODPOTUSVDUJWJTNJT
GSBNFEUPNFOUJPOPOMZPOFFQJTPEF	3&644.*54/*%"-Q

The chronology and themes of Wendt’s works reveal such moves of in-
troducing original theory with the claim that, after critical examination, 
UIFNBJOTUSFBNBQQSPBDIFTXFSFGPVOEXBOUJOH	#3(-&;Q

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5PTVNVQUIVTGBSNFUBUIFPSZJO*3NBZCFDPOOFDUFEUPUIFQPTJUJWF
roles of clari+cation, examination and improvement of theories. In these 
potentially constructive contributions to the discipline, the key referents 
of metatheoretical discourse are singled-out theories.
Contextual positive roles of metatheory
Metatheory may also contribute positively to IR in relation to theo-
ries and their context. This means that metatheoretical discourse, while 
still retaining its core focus on conceptual systems, may perhaps take a 
step further and consider these systems in conjunction with other theo-
ries, or perhaps in light of institutionalised features of the academic disci-
pline. What is common to each of these approaches is the fact that none 
of them stops at the analysis of a single theory or research programme 
by itself.
The +rst contextual positive role of metatheory in IR to be men-
tioned is that of adjusting conceptual systems from one context to anoth-
FS(V[[JOJT	Q
SFDPOTUSVDUJPOPGUIFJOUSPEVDUJPOPG8FOEUT
Constructivism to IR spends a great deal of space discussing how that 
UIFPSJTU AUSBOTQPTFE UIF QIJMPTPQIJDBM BQQSPBDI PG TDJFOUJêD SFBMJTN
together with the agent-structure discussion in the philosophy of social 
science, into the IR debates in a “meta-theoretical shift.” It should also 
be noted that the approach would have been signi+cantly di-erent from 
what it is now had Wendt not placed such a move at the centre of his pre-
TFOUBUJPOPGUIFBQQSPBDI"TBSFTVMUPGUIFDPODFQUVBMABTTFNCMBHFUIBU
FOTVFEOPUPOMZJT*3$POTUSVDUJWJTNBAIPVTFEJWJEFECVUBMTPJUTGPS-
mation over time looks considerably distinct from its broad social theory 
DPVOUFSQBSU	'*&3,&+3(&/4&/
5IJTNFUBUIFPSFUJDBMACSJEHF
from philosophy to theory occurs regularly. We may think, for example, 
of scienti+c realism in IR (JOSEPH; WIGHT, 2010; KURKI, 2008). Oth-
ers would have a more speci+c agenda and would be interested in apply-
JOHUIFXPSLTPGTQFDJêDUIJOLFSTMJLF'")BZFL	WBOEF)""3

"OUPOJP (SBNTDJ 	$09 
 .JDIFM 'PVDBVMU 	-0#0(6&33&30
2011) and so forth. An important matter to note is that the original theo-
retical material need not come from philosophy, although metatheory is 
speci+cally useful in adjusting the wideness of philosophy to the speci-
+city of empirical theoretical research. In other words, metatheory can 
BMTPACSJEHFCFUXFFOPOFFNQJSJDBMUIFPSZBQQMJFEUPBDFSUBJOEPNBJO
PGLOPXMFEHFBTXFMMBT*3UIFPSZ	#6/(&CQ3&644.*5
4/*%"-Q

"êOBMXBZPG ACSJEHJOHCFUXFFO UIFPSZ JOPOFDPOUFYUBOEBO-
other has theoretical material from IR on both sides. This has to do with 
UIFSFMBVODIPG AFDMFDUJDJTN JO *3UIFPSJTJOH%JTTBUJTêFEXJUI UIF AJO-
sulation’ of research programmes in the +eld, key scholars now call for 
BNPSF APQFO BUUJUVEF UPXBSET SJWBM UIFPSJFTXJUI B TIJGU UPQSPCMFN
oriented scholarship, rather than research aimed at defending a certain 
AQBSBEJHN	-",&
 A&DMFDUJDJTN JTQPSUSBZFEBTUIFNBJOWFIJDMF
GPSPWFSDPNJOHEJTDJQMJOBSZGSBHNFOUBUJPOJUJTBXBZPGUIFPSJTJOHiUIBU
seeks to extricate, translate, and selectively integrate analytic elements 
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[...] of theories or narratives that have been developed within separate 
paradigms but that address related aspects of substantive problems that 
have both scholarly and practical signi+cance” (SIL; KATZENSTEIN, 
Q
"MUIPVHIUIPTFEFGFOEJOHUIJTWJFXBSFDSJUJDBMPGUIFADSZTUBM-
lising’ e-ects that metatheory has in the +eld (SIL; KATZENSTEIN, 2011, 
Q
UIFZPQFOMZBDLOPXMFEHFUIBUUIFNFUBUIFPSFUJDBMEPNBJOJTJO-
FTDBQBCMFBOEUIBUXFNJHIUBTXFMMVTFJUUPGPTUFSBOAFDMFDUJDBUUJUVEF
	4*-,"5;&/45&*/Q

We must understand the ontologies and the epistemological principles at the 
core of paradigms if we wish to combine some of their elements to make sense 
of a given problem [...]. In spite of the di-erent metatheoretical foundations asso-
ciated with various paradigms, it is possible to explore empirical issues and pro-
blems through eclectic, recombinant modes of inquiry that extract, translate, 
and creatively redeploy theoretical elements drawn from contending traditions 
	4*-,"5;&/45&*/Q

A"OBMZUJD FDMFDUJDJTN JMMVTUSBUFT UIF QPUFOUJBM DPOUSJCVUJPOT PG
NFUBUIFPSFUJDBM BOBMZTJT JO FOBCMJOH JOUFSUIFPSFUJDBM ABTTFNCMBHFT JO
*3XIJDISFRVJSFDMPTFBUUFOUJPOUPUIFAJOGSBTUSVDUVSFPGSFTFBSDIQSP-
grammes in the discipline.
Going beyond the adjustment of conceptual systems from one con-
UFYUUPBOPUIFSNFUBUIFPSZNBZBMTPDPOOFDUUIFPSJFTUPUIFJSAFYUFSOBM
DPOUFYU*UNBZEPTPJOBUMFBTUUISFFXBZTCZQSPWJEJOHBATFMGJNBHFUP
the discipline, by discussing what IR should be studying and by denounc-
ing the limitations of scholarship in the +eld. An initial relevant goal here 
is that of providing a systematic understanding of IR as a discipline. In 
such an account of the +eld, theories still play a central role, but are also 
linked to the institutional status of IR scholarship. There are at least three 
ways in which this can happen. The +rst has to do with constructing and 
EFCBUJOHXIBU4UFWF4NJUI	
DBMMTATFMGJNBHFTPGUIFEJTDJQMJOFUIBU
is, accounts of the con+guration of IR scholarship. This can be done in 
several ways, including disciplinary history, analyses of what the (meta)
UIFPSFUJDBMEJWJEFTJOUIFêFMEBSFBOETPNFTPSUPGBQQMJDBUJPOPGATPDJPM-
ogy of knowledge’ to the study of the institutionalised discipline itself 
	8"&7&3
.FUBUIFPSZOPUPOMZFMBCPSBUFTTVDIATFMGJNBHFTCVU
also critically assesses them. An interesting case is that of Ho-mann’s 
	
 QJDUVSF PG *3 TDIPMBSTIJQ UIFPSFUJDBM PS PUIFSXJTF BT QSFEPNJ-
nantly a re,ection of policy interests in the United States. This view of IR 
BTBOA"NFSJDBOTPDJBMTDJFODFXBTDPNNPOQMBDFJOATFMGJNBHFUJDXPSLT
	)0-45*4.*5)
BOEIBTOPXCFFORVFTUJPOFE
POTFWFSBMHSPVOET	"$)"3:"5*$,/&38"&7&3563-
50/
1BSUPGUIF	TUJMMNFUBUIFPSFUJDBM
DSJUJRVFPGUIJTATFMGJNBHF
is the complaint that it tends to construct a narrative which denies agency 
to peripheral scholars (BILGIN, 2008). It portrays them as mere copiers 
of theories produced at the core of the discipline, whereas speci+c stud-
JFT	$6//*/()".$304456350/'3&*3&
EFUFDUOPU
POMZUIFACMFOEJOHPGLOPXMFEHFGSPNCPUIPSJHJOTCVUBMTPBEJTUJODUEZ-
namic of constrained innovation in peripheral contexts that we must not 
ignore in our attempt to better understand IR as a discipline (SCHMIDT, 
Q

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A second metatheoretical way of analysing the relation between 
UIFPSJFTBOEUIFAFYUFSOBMEJTDJQMJOBSZDPOUFYUIBTBNPSFOPSNBUJWFVO-
dertone and refers to the clari+cation of our object of study. Particularly 
in the early decades of the discipline, IR theorists have debated to a con-
siderable extent the issues of an object of study and how to theorise about 
it. One may think, for example, of the way the British Committee on 
the Theory of International Politics started o- with the crucial question 
PGEFêOJOHBO AJOUFSOBUJPOBMTZTUFNBOEIPXUPTUVEZ JUBOEIPXUIF
discussion was followed up even by the later English School (BUZAN, 

"OPUIFSSFMFWBOUFYBNQMFJTUIFJOWPMWFNFOUPG$"8.BOOJOH
in lobbying for separate IR departments in Britain, always trying to ex-
plain what made IR distinctive in terms of its subject matter and why 
such content demands a discipline of its own (SUGANAMI, 2001). In the 
64BLFZQSPCMFNXBTêOEJOHUIFBQQSPQSJBUFAMFWFMPGBOBMZTJTUIBU*3
TIPVMEGPDVTPO8BMU[T	$IBQ
EJTDVTTJPOPGATZTUFNJDWFSTVT
ASFEVDUJPOJTUBQQSPBDIFTUPXPSMEQPMJUJDTJTDMFBSMZPGBNFUBUIFPSFUJDBM
character. Waltz’s frame for this issue is still a point of reference for those 
arguing about how to theorise IR in light of several positions on social 
ontology, especially connected to the agent-structure problem (WENDT, 
8*()5
5IFDPNNPOQPJOU TIBSFECZ UIFTF DBTFT JT UIBU
they all involve to some extent a systematic argument about what kinds 
of entities we do, or should, study using IR theories. In di-erent ways, 
they all represent some sort of account of what IR as a discipline should 
be theoretically about, or what IR theory should aim toward.
Even when there is agreement on what we should theorise about, 
there is considerable diversity in the ways of theorising world politics, a 
feature that leads to the third element of metatheoretical discourse link-
JOHUIFPSZUPJUTAFYUFSOBMEJTDJQMJOBSZDPOUFYU*OUIJTDBTFUIFBOBMZTJT
IBTUPEPXJUIMJNJUBUJPOTPG*3UIFPSFUJDBMEJTDPVSTF	-*&#&3Q
viii). There is an increasingly popular narrative about what makes good 
*3TDIPMBSTIJQ	7"/&7&3",*/(,&0)"/&7&3#"

This mainstream way of studying world politics is by no means exempt 
GSPN DSJUJDJTN FTQFDJBMMZ BGUFS UIF TPDBMMFE AQPTUQPTJUJWJTU UVSO JO *3
	-"1*%
1BSUJDVMBSMZQJWPUBMJOUIJTEFCBUFJTUIFQPTJUJWJTUBOEPS
empiricist discourse of science that disquali+es other ways of theorising 
XPSMEQPMJUJDTBTAVOTDJFOUJêD	+"$,40/Q
A4DJFODFFRVBMT
positivism’ is a formula further reproduced by several of the postpositiv-
ists themselves, who will quite happily agree that science is positivism 
and that, therefore, IR cannot (and should not) attempt to be scienti+c 
	,63,*Q8*()5Q
8IJMFNBJOTUSFBNTDIPMBST
have generally paid lip service to disciplinary pluralism in their replies, 
UIF ATPMVUJPO UP QFSDFJWFE QSPCMFNT JO QPTUQPTJUJWJTU *3 TDIPMBSTIJQ JT
UIBUJUTIPVMEBEKVTUJUTFMGUPUIFNBJOTUSFBN	,&0)"/&
"HSPVQ
of postpositivists, especially those of a scienti+c realist persuasion, have 
argued for the possibility of non-positivist social science (PATOMÄKI; 
WIGHT, 2000). Meanwhile, those postpositivists who still cling to the 
JEFBMPGTDJFOUJêD*3BSFBDDVTFEPGAQPTJUJWJTN	BOEBMMUIFOFHBUJWFDPO-
OPUBUJPOCSPVHIUCZJU
CZGFMMPXQPTUQPTJUJWJTUTPGBNPSFASBEJDBMBOUJ
TDJFODFMJOF	'*&3,&Q(&03(&Q
5IJTDSJUJDBMEJT-
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cussion of the limits of IR as a discipline with reference to distinct ways of 
theorising world politics is, therefore, another metatheoretical battle+eld.
So far, I have discussed on the two main ways in which metatheory 
may positively move beyond the mere analysis of one theory in isola-
UJPO*UNBZTFSWFBTB ACSJEHFBEKVTUJOHUIFPSFUJDBMNBUFSJBM GSPNPOF
context to another and it may also serve as an element for understanding 
theory with reference to IR as a discipline in a variety of ways. There is, 
still, a third main positive role for metatheory focusing on the context 
of theories, namely, that of metatheories as theoretical tools. This role 
is very speci+c to a certain style of social theory. It assumes that ideas, 
including theories, somehow have an impact on the social world that de-
TFSWFTUPCFUIFPSFUJDBMMZTUVEJFEA$POTUJUVUJWFUIFPSJFTBSFQBSUJDVMBSMZ
relevant here, because they purport “to analyse the di-erent forms of 
re,ection about the nature and character of world politics and to stress 
that these forms of knowledge do not simply mirror the world, but also 
IFMQUPTIBQFJUu	#63$)*---*/,-"5&3Q
i5IFPSJFTPGJO-
UFSOBUJPOBMQPMJUJDTuTBZT3#+8BMLFS	Q
iBSFNPSFJOUFSFTUJOH
as aspects of contemporary world politics that need to be explained than 
as explanations of contemporary world politics.” Because metatheory is 
systematic analysis of theories, it follows that this kind of theory about 
UIFPSJFTJOTPDJFUZXJMMCZEFêOJUJPOIBWFATPNFUIJOHNFUBUIFPSFUJDBMUP
JU	8&#&3Q
5IJTJTXIBU*DBMMANFUBUIFPSZBTBUPPMPGUIFP-
SZBMUIPVHIUIFSFJTiBDPOTJEFSBCMFNFBTVSFPGNFUBUIFPSZPGUIFPSJ[-
ing about the theories of international politics” in constitutive social theo-
rising, the main point is to understand the social world, and a systematic 
BOBMZTJTPGUIFPSJFTJTKVTUBTUFQPOUIFXBZ	%&3%&3*"/Q

)PXFWFS UIF PQQPTJUF BMTP BQQMJFT CFDBVTF UIFPSJFT BSF BSUFGBDUT
constructed within a certain social context, looking at the connection be-
tween such a context and the production of scienti+c scholarship (includ-
JOHUIFPSZ
JTBMTPBQPTTJCJMJUZGPSNFUBUIFPSFUJDBMSFTFBSDI5IJTJTATPDJBM
theory as a tool of metatheory,’ especially welcomed by what Robert Cox 
	Q
DBMMTADSJUJDBMUIFPSZUIFNFUBUIFPSFUJDBMSPMFPGXIJDIJTUP
underline the context in which theories are produced (and the context they 
produce), with a view to social change and emancipation. Like constitutive 
theory, critical theory is also concerned about the social impact of ideas, 
JODMVEJOHUIFPSJFT	$09Q
6OMJLFDPOTUJUVUJWFUIFPSZUIPVHI
critical theory makes the normative agenda more explicit and also empha-
sises the other side of the issue, focusing on the origins and aims of theory. 
"OESFX-JOLMBUFS	Q
BOPUIFSLFZQSPQPOFOUPGDSJUJDBMUIFPSZJO
*3TUSFTTFTUIFJOUFHSBUJPOPGUIFTFFMFNFOUTi$SJUJDBMUIFPSZJOWJUFTPC-
servers to re,ect upon the social construction and e-ects of knowledge and 
to consider how claims about neutrality can conceal the role knowledge 
plays in reproducing unsatisfactory social arrangements.” Marysia Zalews-
LJ	Q
TUSFTTFTUIFOPSNBUJWFBHFOEBPGDSJUJDBMUIFPSZ"DDPSEJOH
to her, the metatheoretical use of social theory is a kind of “moral and po-
litical imperative in both understanding the nature of theory and theory’s 
relationship with the world.” We can think, to mention one example, of 
IPX(SBOUBOE/FXMBOE	Q
IJHIMJHIUHFOEFSBTBDPOTUSBJOJOHBOE
FOBCMJOHDPOUFYUVBMNFDIBOJTNJOUIFQSPEVDUJPOPGUIFPSZ
&Z/Z͕>͘'͘ dŚĞƉŽƚĞŶƟĂůĂŶĚƚŚĞƉŝƞĂůůƐŽĨŵĞƚĂƚŚĞŽƌǇŝŶ/Z
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The exclusion of women’s experience from the conceptualization of interna-
tional relations has had negative consequences both for the discipline and for 
male and female inhabitants of the real world [...]. [T]his exclusion has resul-
ted in an academic +eld excessively focused on con,ict and anarchy, and a way 
of practising statecraft and formulating strategy that is excessively focused on 
competition and fear.
5PTVNVQNFUBUIFPSZBMTPQMBZTBSPMFXJUISFGFSFODFUPUIFDPO-
text of theories when it functions as a tool of social theory and when it 
FNQMPZT TPDJBM UIFPSZBTPOFPG JUT UPPMT"T)PMTUJ 	Q
QVUT JU
“Scholarship is a part of the world, but is also a world of its own.”
The pitfalls of metatheory in IR
Despite its potential, metatheory has not remained unchallenged 
in the academic discipline of IR. Critics of metatheoretical investigation 
GBMMJOUPUXPNBJODBUFHPSJFT4PNFPOUIFASBEJDBMTJEFBSFDPODFSOFE
with what they perceive as necessary e-ects of certain intrinsic features 
of metatheory. They advance a strong argument against metatheoretical 
research in IR. However, the vast majority of critics do indeed acknowl-
edge some limited legitimate role for metatheory and simply point out 
that, unfortunately, the record of this kind of debate and investigation 
JOUIFêFMEJTRVJUFQPPS5IJTJTIPXUIFZBEWBODFUIFANJMEBSHVNFOU
against metatheoretical discourse in IR. They complain about negative 
FďFDUT BOE AFYUFSOBMJUJFT TVDI BT BO JODSFBTF JO UIF DPNQMFYJUZPG UIF
issues, the emergence of several pedagogical problems and, +nally, the 
political pitfalls of metatheory. 
The ‘radical’ critique of metatheory
5IF ASBEJDBM PS ATUSPOH BSHVNFOU BHBJOTU NFUBUIFPSFUJDBM EJT-
course in IR has a positive and a normative side. Positively, it states that 
this kind of research and debate is intrinsically unable to tackle the issues 
with which IR is supposed to deal. Normatively, it argues against metathe-
ory in IR so that we can move on to the actual substance the +eld should 
CFBEESFTTJOH5IFTUBSUJOHQPJOUPGTVDIASBEJDBMDSJUJRVFPGNFUBUIFPSZ
JTUIFJEFBUIBUNFUBUIFPSZJTBT%BWJE"SNTUSPOH	Q
QVUTJU
“inherently parasitic” because “it cannot produce paradigms of its own.” 
)FODFTBZT4DINJEU	Q
i*UXPVMECFBHSFBUNJTUBLFUPCFMJFWF
that metatheory can provide authoritative answers about how to study 
international politics.” The writings of political theorist John G. Gunnell 
	
TVQQMZNPTUPGUIFBNNVOJUJPOGPSUIJTQPJOUPGWJFX
)FQPTUVMBUFTBTIBSQMZEJďFSFOUJBUFETFSJFTPGQPTTJCMFAEJTDVSTJWFMBZFST
PSAPSEFSTJOTPDJBMSFBMJUZFBDINBUDIJOHJUTSFTQFDUJWFQSBDUJDBMDPVO-
UFSQBSU"êSTUPSEFSCBTJDQSBDUJDF	TBZAQMBZJOHGPPUCBMM
EPFTOPUEF-
pend on another practice and, therefore, needs to be distinguished from 
a second-order practice, which, in turn, relies upon a +rst-order practice 
GPSJUTFYJTUFODF	TVDIBTADPBDIJOHGPPUCBMM
/PXFBDIPGUIFTFQSBDUJDBM
BDUJWJUJFTIBTJUTSFTQFDUJWFJOUSJOTJDEJTDVSTJWFAEPNBJOXJUIBAMPHJDPG
its own. For instance, the quality of the utterances of those playing foot-
ball are inherently distinct from those of a coach, talking from outside 
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about the match being played. The +rst kind of discourse, practical dis-
course, will eventually shape the match itself and may lead to goal scor-
ing, etc. The other kind of discourse, which is of a metapractical quality, is 
simply not that in,uential on the playing +eld. Therefore, it follows that 
we should not expect to solve the practical issues of a football match by 
means of metapractical discourse. There is more to Gunnell’s argument. 
When it comes to politics, we can think of yet another extra discursive 
AMBZFS5IFSF JT QPMJUJDBM QSBDUJDF BT TVDI 	êSTU PSEFS
 UIFO TDIPMBSTIJQ
on political practice (second order) and, +nally, metatheoretical discourse 
(third order). Metatheory is neither political practice nor political theory 
and, therefore, cannot perform what political theory or political practice 
is supposed to do. World politics on the ground is simply “not normally 
PSMPHJDBMMZPQFOUPNFUBUIFPSFUJDBMBSCJUSBUJPOu	(6//&--Q

The fact that metatheory does not theorise about world politics 
or is intrinsically di-erent from international political practice as such, 
however, is just the beginning of the problem. A further argument has 
UPEPXJUIUIFGBJMVSFPGUIFRVFTUGPSIJHIFSPSEFSAGPVOEBUJPOTGPSUIF-
ory. Although Gunnell (2011) himself marginally touches on this issue 
XIFOIFEJTDVTTFTNFUBUIFPSFUJDBM*3XIFO.POUFJSPBOE3VCZ	

USBOTQPTFUIFAEJTDVSTJWFPSEFSTBSHVNFOUGSPNTPDJBMBOEQPMJUJDBMTDJ-
ence to IR, they bring it to another stage. Their focus is on the inability 
of the philosophy of science to provide foundations for theoretical dis-
course in the +eld, describing most IR metatheoretical debates as seek-
JOHiBGPVOEBUJPOUPHSPVOEUIFEJTDJQMJOFu	.0/5&*3036#:
Q
.FUBUIFPSZJOUIFJSWJFXBJNTUPiTFUUMFUIFTDJFODFEFCBUFPODF
for all” in the pursuit of “a single foundation to de+ne IR’s relationship 
UPTDJFODFu	.0/5&*3036#:Q
UIBUJTithe proper founda-
tion for IR as a wholeu	.0/5&*3036#:Q
"MUIPVHIOFWFS
demonstrated with proper evidence, the authors argue by repetition that 
metatheory has been operating as a kind of “imperial project” in which a 
HJWFOQIJMPTPQIJDBMXPSMEWJFXBUUFNQUTUPADPMPOJTFUIFPUIFSBWBJMBCMF
positions in IR by allegedly defending a unique and exclusive “unshak-
BCMFGPVOEBUJPOuXJUIXIJDIBMMTIPVMEBHSFF	.0/5&*3036#:
QDG
5IFQSPCMFNUIFOFNFSHFTGSPNUIFGBDUUIBUIJHIFS
order discourse that is “supposed to solve” the foundation issue (MON-
5&*3036#:Q
JTBDUVBMMZGBSGSPNEPJOHUIBU.FUBUIFPSFUJDBM
debates still “continue their quest for an unshakable philosophical founda-
tion, capable of settling once and for all the most fundamental questions 
in the +eld – its scope, goals, criteria, standards, and methods” (MON-
5&*3036#:Q
 *OPUIFSXPSET TBZT,SBUPDIXJM 	Q

“this project of securing knowledge through [...] +nding absolute founda-
tions failed.” It has actually led to the “fragmentation of the discipline 
BMPOHNFUBUIFPSFUJDBMMJOFTu	.0/5&*3036#:Q
BOJOUSJO-
sic problem that happens when we con,ate discursive orders. As Schmidt 
	Q
OPUFTJUPDDVSTEVFUPiUIFJOIFSFOUGPVOEBUJPOBMJTUUFOEFODZ
and problematic nature of metatheoretical arguments.”
This leads to the next problem. Besides being inherently unable to 
operate at lower levels of discourse and practice, and on top of its failure 
to bring a single foundation to IR, metatheory also distorts debates of a 
&Z/Z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theoretical nature into metatheoreticalQSFKVEJDFi8IBUNPTUDPOTJTUFOUMZ
divides these schools of thought are not their substantive claims about 
the speci+c phenomena but their metatheoretical assumptions concern-
ing how such claims could be developed and supported” (SIL; KATZEN-
STEIN, 2010). From “judging work on its substantive contribution,” IR 
has been increasingly making “a priori judgments based on foundational 
commitments on what constitutes legitimate work in IR” and based on 
“the degree to which the chosen approach conforms to a particular con-
DFQUJPOPGTDJFODFu	.0/5&*3036#:Q
*OGBDU*XPVMEHP
even further and say that this also applies to non-mainstream views that 
deny any role for science in the study in world politics based exactly on 
BAQPTJUJWJTUMBCFMBUUBDIFEUPUIFPQQPTJUFDBNQ)PMTUJ	Q
TVN-
marises the fragmented con+guration of the +eld due to, among other 
UIJOHT UIF ANJTVOEFSTUBOEJOH UIBU FNFSHFT XIFO QPTJUJPOT BSF QSF
KVEHFECBTFEPOUIFJSNFUBUIFPSFUJDBMDPNNJUNFOUT
Misunderstanding [...] is indicated when people speak past each other. When is 
UIJTUIFDBTF 6TVBMMZJUJTXIFOQFPQMFCFMJFWFUIFZBSFSJHIUBOEBMMPUIFSTBSF
wrong. It is seen in the habit or stance of arguing that my methodology or, wor-
se still, my metatheoretical preference is valid, whereas yours is not... 
It is important to note, here, that this fragmentation is explicitly 
QPSUSBZFE JO UFSNT PG NFUBUIFPSFUJDBM AJNQFSJBMJTN "T (VOOFMM IJN-
self implies, there is an inherent tendency for this kind of higher-order 
EJTDPVSTF UP AJOêMUSBUF UIF MPXFSPSEFST *3QPMJUJDT BOE TPDJBM TDJFODF
in general should work for a clearer separation between each discursive 
order and, as second-order practices, these +elds should go back to their 
corresponding discursive order. It is understandable, then, that even 
TPNFPOF QBSUMZ TZNQBUIFUJD UP NFUBUIFPSZ MJLF 'SFE )BMMJEBZ 	
Q
XJMMTBZUIBUNFUBUIFPSFUJDBMBOENFUIPEPMPHJDBMJTTVFTiTIPVMECF
discussed where they belong, in philosophy departments.” Taken in the 
TUSPOHFSTFOTFXIBUUIJTATUSPOHQPTJUJPOBTLTGPSJTBradicalAEFëBUJPO
if not total elimination, of metatheory in IR.
Negative externalities of metatheory
IR scholars acknowledge other kinds of fragmentation incidentally 
CSPVHIUCZNFUBUIFPSZJOUPUIFEJTDJQMJOF*OXFBLFSPSANJMEFSOFHBUJWF
views of metatheoretical scholarship, they consider the negative external-
ity of increased complexity in the +eld. Because of questionable features 
in the formation of metatheoretical discourse in IR, the discipline has 
CFDPNFNPSFADPNQMJDBUFEUPVOEFSTUBOE	)PMTUJ JOBOJOUFSWJFXXJUI
+0/&4Q
BOEJOTPNFDBTFTIBTCFFOUVSOFEJOUPBCBUUMF-
êFMEGPSXIBU-BLF	Q
DBMMTiBDBEFNJDTFDUTuMFBEJOHUPiMFTT
understanding rather than more.” Using another metaphor, Ciprut (2000, 
QYJJ
 BĐSNT UIBUiUIFEJTDJQMJOFPG AJOUFSOBUJPOBM SFMBUJPOTIBTEFWFM-
oped into an ocean in which distal archipelagos, themselves subdivided 
into islets of theory, provide abode to aborigines who speak with each 
other in their local tongue, using mutually reassuring code.” We may go 
even further and think about divisions along styles of research, with one 
AJTMFUGPSUIFPSJTUTBOPUIFSGPSUIPTFEPJOHFNQJSJDBMSFTFBSDIBOEBUIJSE
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GPSNFUBUIFPSZ*OTUFBEPG+%BWJE4JOHFST	
iUXPDVMUVSFQSPCMFNu
XFIBWFBEJWJTJPOPGBUMFBTUUISFFADVMUVSFTJO*3XJUI	NFUB
UIFPSJTUT
“close to achieving a situation in which they have marginalised every-
POFFMTFu 	#308/Q
XIFSFBTOPOUIFPSJTUTNBZCFESJWFO
CZ iB HFOFSBMJTFE BOUJJOUFMMFDUVBMJTNu 	#308/  Q
 -BDL PG
dialogue across di-erent research programmes and, more importantly, 
across di-erent styles of research, has, therefore, led the +eld to further 
complication in its internal arrangement. Considering its impact on the 
DSZTUBMMJTBUJPOPGTVDIAJTMFUTNFUBUIFPSFUJDBMEFCBUFTJO*3IBWFVOEFS-
standably been blamed at least in part for the situation.
In addition to these types of fragmentation, another issue leading 
UP JODSFBTFEDPNQMFYJUZ JO UIFEJTDJQMJOFIBT UPEPXJUI UIF ACSJEHJOH
role of metatheory and the poor quality of metatheoretical research in 
*3#BSSZ#V[BOBOE3JDIBSE-JUUMF	Q
PCTFSWFUIBUTFWFSBMEF-
bates “have been imported into IR from other disciplines [...], lacking very 
often the expertise that gave rise to them in the +rst place.” The pitfalls 
of bridging between other disciplines and IR include the misinterpreta-
tion and misrepresentation of theoretical material. This problem is par-
UJDVMBSMZMJLFMZUPIBQQFOXIFOUIFNBUFSJBMCFJOHAJNQPSUFEQPTTFTTFT
QSFTUJHJPVTQFEJHSFF5IVT)PMMJTBOE4NJUI	Q
XBSOVTUP
iCFXBSFPGHVSVTu
It is tempting to import positions from elsewhere in the social sciences, comple-
te with the sacred names of theorists associated with them. These gurus may 
be too simply credited with a coherent analysis which solves the problem or at 
least indicates where a solution will be found [...]. The danger is not that the im-
porters believe in magic themselves but that they break into previously accepted 
theory by means of compressed survey articles which identify gaps tailor-made 
for the new guru. The imported positions are then presented in a summary 
form which suggests that they have only to be stated to be believed.
Like a magnet, once introduced this kind of procedure tends to at-
tract a considerable amount of metatheoretical argument about what the 
DPSSFDUJOUFSQSFUBUJPOGPSUIFAJNQPSUFENBUFSJBMTIPVMECFXIBUXFBSF
and are not allowed to do with it in IR, and what are the correct criteria to 
adjudicate these questions. Metatheory, then, brings further complexity 
UPUIFDPOêHVSBUJPOPGUIFEJTDJQMJOFBTCPUIBAGSBHNFOUJOHBOEACSJEH-
ing’ mechanism.
There are, besides, three minor negative externalities of metathe-
PSFUJDBMTDIPMBSTIJQJO*35IFêSTUPOFJTDPOOFDUFEUPUIFACSJEHJOH
role of metatheory. Because many contributions at this discursive layer 
of the discipline are a move from other disciplines into IR, there is a 
AUJNF MBH JTTVF 	)0--*4 4.*5)  Q
 4DINJEU 	 Q

JEFOUJêFTiBSFDVSSFOUQBUUFSOuJOUIFQSPDFTTNFUBUIFPSFUJDBMEFCBUFT
in social science “come belatedly to international relations.” It may be 
BNBUUFSPGiJOUFMMFDUVBMGBTIJPOTuBT/JDIPMTPO	Q
QVUTJUPS
simply a lack of awareness of the fact that some of these issues “have 
been fought over and sometimes resolved elsewhere” (BUZAN; LIT-
5-&Q
i*UTFFNTuTBZT/JDIPMTPOiUIBUXFBSFBMMFBHFSSFBE-
ers of the New York Review of Books, but only get our copies ten years 
late.” This kind of delay, probably unavoidable, further complicates the 
status of metatheoretical IR.
&Z/Z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A second problem relates to intelligibility. Scholars like Stephen Van 
&WFSB	QTFFOPUF
êOEUIFWPDBCVMBSZiBCTUSVTFBOEVOVTF-
ful” and may decide to ignore it altogether, even when they write about 
theory-building. Although non-mainstream metatheoretical research has 
CFFODIBMMFOHFEPOUIJTBDDPVOU	)"--*%":Q
UIFTBNFDBO
BMTPCFTBJEGPSBQQSPBDIFTDPOTJEFSFEUPCFNPSFAPSUIPEPY	8BMU[JOBO
JOUFSWJFXXJUI)"--*%":304&/#&3(Q
8BMMBDF 	
Q
QVUTJURVJUFCMVOUMZXIFOIFTBZTUIBUiPCTDVSFUFSNJOPMPHZuNBZ
“hide our knowledge” and, even worse, lead us to “lose ourselves in scho-
lastic word games.” Lack of intelligibility is, in this view, another way in 
which metatheory has a negative impact on IR, by increasing the com-
QMFYJUZPGUIFêFME	)0-45*Q

A third and minor externality has to do with the perception that 
this kind of research is one of the most unexciting issues that can possibly 
arise in social science. “We need more spirited and wider intellectual and 
QPMJDZEFCBUFTOPUMFTTBOJNBUFEPSOBSSPXFSPOFTu	/"6Q
*O
UIFEFCBUFTPOIPXUPUIFPSJTF*3JOUIFT)BOT.PSHFOUIBV	
Q
FYQSFTTFEDPODFSOBOECPSFEPNXJUIBOFNFSHJOHTJUVBUJPOPGiOFX
TDIPMBTUJDJTNu0UIFSTXFSF FWFO DMFBSFS BCPVU UIF JTTVF i4DIPMBSTIJQ
about scholarship, like theory about theory, and teaching about teaching, 
is rarely very stimulating,” and, unfortunately, such things “are not in 
short supply in the +eld of international relations” (NEAL; HAMLETT, 
Q
5IJTSFNBJOTUIFDBTFBTFWFO	NFUB
UIFPSJTUT MJLF8BMLFS
feel there is too much metatheory around, made “usually in a very crude 
way, and far too much boring research and writing is produced as a con-
TFRVFODFu 	JOUFSWJFXXJUI1035&3  Q
5IFPWFSBMM SFTVMU JT
XIBU-BQJE	Q
DBMMTiBQSFTDSJQUJPOGPSBSJHPSPVTQIJMPTPQIZ
BWPJEBODFTUSBUFHZu4BZT%BMZ	Q

Engagement with ontological and epistemological issues in political study has 
been arguably less than full-blooded. Too often it seems that they are treated as 
VOQMFBTBOUIVSEMFTUPCFRVJDLMZWBVMUFEJOPSEFSUPHFUPOXJUIUIFACVTJOFTT
of political analysis.
This feature further complicates the con+guration of research in 
IR simply by providing disincentives to careful and detailed engagement 
with metatheory.
The pedagogy and politics of metatheory
Two negative externalities of metatheoretical IR deserve to be sin-
gled out as they go beyond the con+nes of this kind of debate and also 
lead to e-ects related to the engagement of the IR community with soci-
ety in general. Another reason to highlight these pitfalls of metatheory is 
their close links with perceived intrinsic problems of metatheoretical dis-
course and some of the externalities I have already mentioned. The +rst 
point here relates to metatheory in the classroom, and the second point, 
to political aspects of metatheoretical research and debates.
First, there are practical and critical problems as they relate to the 
teaching, or pedagogy, of metatheory. Commenting on the practical side, 
Guzzini (2001, p.110-1) treats metatheoretical discourse as paramount to the 
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IR curriculum, dealing with it in a predominantly favourable way. How-
ever, if badly taught, it could also lead to negative consequences, like “mov-
ing the discussion too early to a highly theoretical level” or leaving “a cer-
tain taste of ad-hoc-ness to it,” depending on how the material is organised. 
Courses focusing on “meta-theoretical di-erences” across IR approaches 
tend to be taught in a “top-down manner,” being conducive to students’ 
passivity. The only alternative, emphasising active learning, is necessar-
ily “time-intensive” as it requires closer interaction and feedback. Halliday 
	Q
QSPQPTFTBQBSBEPYJDBMBMUFSOBUJWF8FIBWFTFFOBMSFBEZUIBU
he is of the opinion that metatheory is better left to philosophy depart-
ments. However, he also believes it to be “important for social sciences, 
IR included” and that students should be “more literate in” philosophy of 
TPDJBMTDJFODF)PXUPSFDPODJMFUIFTFUXPPQQPTJOHESJWFT 5IFêSTUPOF
distances metatheory from the IR lecture theatre, and the other brings IR 
students to the philosophy department. Regardless of the department, IR 
TUVEFOUTPGUFOêOEUIFNTFMWFTBT"SJF,BDPXJD[	Q
QVUTJUiQV[-
zled and in some cases confused by the analytical abstractions,” perhaps 
“lost” in the “logical and theoretical abstractions of the lectures,” +nding 
the material “too abstract and detached from reality,” while what they ac-
tually expect is “a more comprehensive and concrete discussion of interna-
UJPOBMQSPCMFNTu8BMMBDF	Q
DPODVSTi0VSTUVEFOUBVEJFODFmBU
least, our undergraduates – need something more straightforward; and a 
wider audience will remain beyond reach unless addressed in terms which 
UIFZDBOVOEFSTUBOEXJUIPVUUPPNVDIEJĐDVMUZu
Besides these practical issues, (which are by no means minor), there 
are other problems related to the pedagogy of metatheory in political 
science and IR. The pitfall is not merely didactic, as some point out, but 
also emancipatory. Drawing on critical theories of education, McGowan 
BOE/FM	Q
FEJUPSTPGBUIFPSZUFYUCPPLBJNFEBUJOTUSVDUJPO
JO *3 GSPNBO"GSJDBOQFSTQFDUJWF 	/&-.$(08"/
EFGFOEB
“student-centered” approach. Ideally, “it starts with what the student 
knows and tries to develop both a deeper understanding of that prior 
knowledge, and a broader application of this deeper understanding.” 
8IJMFTPNFDPNQMBJOBCPVUUIFEPNJOBODFPGBAMPHPDFOUSJDPSA8FTU-
ern’ agenda in the debates taught in textbooks (ŠABI Q
PUI-
ers explicitly refer to negative educational externalities in the teaching of 
NFUBUIFPSZXIFOUIFZGVSUIFSEJTUBODF*3GSPNFNBODJQBUPSZATUVEFOU
DFOUSFEFEVDBUJPO	%"-:
#BUFTBOE+FOLJOT	Q
GPSJO-
stance, denounce a number of standard political analysis textbooks that 
QSFTFOUJTTVFTPGPOUPMPHZBOEFQJTUFNPMPHZJOBUPOFUIBUQSFTTFTGPSADMP-
sure’ on these topics. Such presentation, they +nd, “pedagogically prob-
MFNBUJDu	#"5&4+&/,*/4CQ
CFDBVTFNFUBUIFPSZJTJOUIF
+rst place, supposed to provide students with tools of critical engagement 
in the discipline. However, as Guzzini (2001, p.110) points out, if taught in 
a top-down manner, “instead of opening up for thinking, it closes down 
the path to debate.” Due to both practical and critical elements, in sum, 
one could refer to negative externalities of metatheory in IR with refer-
ence to the relationship between the discipline and the broader public – in 
this speci+c case, students.
3. Guzzini and Kacowicz base their 
diagnoses on experiential and expe-
rimental evidence, whereas Wallace 
and Halliday comment on the issue in 
passing and by way of generalisation.
&Z/Z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Another point related to the nexus between disciplinary IR and 
those outside this community of scholars deals with the politics of 
NFUBUIFPSZ5IFSFJTêSTUPGBMMBCFMJFGUIBUUIFAQIJMPTPQIJTBUJPOBOE
SFTVMUJOHADPNQMJDBUJPOPGTPDJBMBOEQPMJUJDBMTDJFODFTFSWFTBTBTUSBUFHZ
“which is devoted not only to the internal justi+cation of certain claims 
and approaches but to justifying itself to an external audience that is often 
JUTPCKFDUPGJORVJSZu	(6//&--Q
5IJTAGBDFTBWJOHTUSBUFHZ
if I may put it this way, is deemed responsible for turning IR into a “bu-
reaucratic social science” whereby the political “commitment to ideals of 
GSFFEPNBOESFBTPOuJTMPTUJOTDIPMBSTIJQ	304&/#&3(QDG

5IFAJOUFSOBMKVTUJêDBUJPOJTQPSUSBZFEJO+BNFT,VSUIT	Q

sermonising words against abstract research in IR. “In truth,” he says, 
“Most academics are only concerned about the good opinion of about a 
dozen other academic specialists in their particular sub-sub-+eld.” (Meta)
5IFPSJTJOHSVOTUIFSJTLPGCFDPNJOHBOFOEJOJUTFMG	'3"/,&-
Q
5IFKVTUJêDBUJPOTPVHIUGPSBOAFYUFSOBMBVEJFODFJOUVSOJTOPU
WFSZPGUFOFYQMJDJUBQBSU GSPN$IFSOPďT 	
TUVEZPGQPMJDZSFMBUFE
implications of IR metatheory, where he actually suggests that policy-
makers would be better o- by drawing on the philosophy of science lit-
erature to choose between di-erent courses of action based on distinct 
theories. This means, perhaps, an e-ort to immunise IR against external 
critique by requiring it to conform to accepted metatheoretical standards 
	.0/5&*3036#:Q
'PSiXJUIPVUFTUBCMJTIJOHUIFJSFOUFS-
QSJTFBTATDJFOUJêDIPXDBO*3TDIPMBSTFYQFDUQPMJDZNBLFSTUPUBLFUIF
JOUFMMFDUVBMGSVJUTPGUIFêFMETFSJPVTMZ u	.0/5&*3036#:Q

There is more to it, though. The increasing metatheorisation of IR 
has been treated as a departure from our responsibility to address impor-
tant and concrete political issues. In its early years, IR was explicitly com-
mitted to nothing less than the eradication of warfare, the promotion of 
civic and democratic virtues, and the general improvement of the human 
DPOEJUJPO	,/654&/Q4$).*%5Q
*OGBDU
DJWJDWJSUVPTJUZXBTBDPSFQSJODJQMFPG.BOOJOHT 	Q
SFQPSUUP
UNESCO on the university teaching of IR when the discipline was still 
JODJQJFOUBTBTFQBSBUFêFMEi5IFCFUUFSUIFXPSMEJTVOEFSTUPPECZUIF
better people in it, the better for the world will it be.” One can see how 
this could provide grounds for protest against metatheory, or at least too 
much of it. Are metatheorists trying to avoid the pressing issues of real-
XPSMEQPMJUJDTBOEDPODFBMJOHUIFGBDUCFIJOEJSSFMFWBODF	)&3;
 
1FSIBQTUIJTFYQMBJOTBT.POUFJSPBOE3VCZ	QOPUF
TVHHFTU
UIFBNPVOUPGBUUFOUJPOEFWPUFEUPGPVOEBUJPOBMJTTVFT
The real-world stakes of academic IR debates can be very high, up to and inclu-
ding questions of life and death, or war and peace. So IR scholars may succumb 
to the temptation to settle political debates on big issues of international rela-
tions by invoking the status of an unquestionable discourse – that of a science 
with unshakable foundations.
Whether or not this is the right diagnosis is open to discussion. In any 
DBTFUIFOPUJPOPGAWPDBUJPOTUJMMVOEFSMJFTNVDIPGUIFDSJUJDBMBUUJUVEFUP-
ward metatheory in IR. We are urged to be accountable because we “risk 
straying into parasitic disutility.” According to some, we have “an implicit 
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contract with society,” which is broken if IR “drifts into complete irrelevance, 
BTNVDIPGJUIBTu	7"/&7&3"Q
i8FPXFBEVUZPGDPOTUSVD-
UJWFBOEPQFODSJUJDJTNUPTQFBLUSVUIUPQPXFSBOEOPU<>UPTQFBLUSVUIJO
TFDSFUPOMZUPFBDIPUIFSu	8"--"$&Q
5IFQSPCMFNJTUIBU*3
“has become too detached from the world of practice, too fond of theory (and 
meta-theory) […], too self-indulgent, and in some cases too self-righteous.” 
#FTJEFTUIFAHBQCFUXFFOTDIPMBSTBOEQSBDUJUJPOFST	8"-5
JODSFBTFE
by what is perceived as excessive metatheorisation in the discipline, there is 
BMTPUIFSJTLPGMPTJOHTJHIUPGUIFQSPWFSCJBMAGPSFTUGPSUIFAUSFFT
Finally, and to make things worse, metatheoretical activity may also 
result in attempts to ignore the politics of the disciplinary dynamics of IR 
TDIPMBSTIJQ	(&03(&
5IFQPJOUJTNPTUPGUFONBEFCZQPTUTUSVD-
UVSBMJTUTBOEPUIFSDSJUJDBMUIFPSJTUTXIPXJMMTUSFTTUIFWJPMFODFPGADMPTVSF
and the re,exive political power of theoretical discourse with deep impacts 
PO TPDJFUZ 	(&03(& 
 ,OPXMFEHF UIBU QPTUVMBUFT UIF BCTFODF PG
much change in social reality, for example, runs the risk of helping to reify 
UIFTUBUVTRVPXJUIBMMJUTJOKVTUJDFT	"4)-&:
,OPXMFEHFQSFEJDBU-
ed on concepts and assumptions of male domination helps shape and per-
QFUVBUFJOFRVBMJUZOPUPOMZJOBDBEFNJD*3	1&5&340/
CVUBMTPJO
lives of women (and men) who have no deliberate involvement it (ENLOE, 
2000). Despite all the e-ort “to engage in a curious pretence of apoliticality” 
in metatheoretical IR, the political origin and destination of metatheory 
should not be ignored. Theoretical thought is certainly political in its basic 
assumptions and in its e-ects on society. Therefore, clothing a cross-theo-
retical clash in a robe of scienti+c and metatheoretical neutrality may not 
only perpetuate the harm often caused by our production of knowledge, 
but also lead us into ignorance of the “constraining and enabling” roles of 
QPMJUJDBMXPSMEWJFXTJOUIFEJTDJQMJOF	,63,*Q
*OTIPSU
“There is no way to strip the relation between IR and international rela-
tions from its political dimensions. There is no cookie cutter way to deal 
conclusively with this complex issue in an apolitical way – a questionable 
HPBMJOJUTFMGu	.0/5&*3036#:Q

Synthesis and analysis
*IBWFQSFTFOUFEUIFATUSPOHBOEANJMEBSHVNFOUTBHBJOTUNFUBUIF-
ory in IR separately. However, there are di-erent ways of integrating 
them. The picture that emerges from this is one of a coherent series of 
negative claims on metatheoretical IR. However, some of them, especial-
MZPGUIFANJMERVBMJUZBSFEJTKPJOUFEPSBUMFBTUQBSBEPYJDBMJGUBLFOUP-
gether. Before I proceed to an analysis of the positive arguments and add 
to those my own analytic defence of metatheory, I go quickly through 
these possibilities of cohesion and tension that are internal to the set of 
negative views.
Synthesis and tension between the negative views of metatheory in IR
5IFATUSPOHBOEBOBMZUJDDPNQMBJOUBHBJOTUNFUBUIFPSFUJDBM*3QSF-
TFOUFEJOUFSNTPGBOJOUSJOTJDEJTUJODUJPOCFUXFFOUIFAPSEFSTPGEJTDPVSTF
&Z/Z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in social practice, discourages us to try and look for higher-order criteria 
(e.g., the philosophy of science) to assess lower-order practice (e.g., IR theo-
rising). It brings to the +eld several negative consequences, such as a neglect 
PGUIFPSZFWBMVBUJPOJOJUTPXOUFSNTPSBOAJOëBUJPOPGUIFBTTVNFESPMFPG
theory in political practice. Particularly relevant is the connection between 
the increased complexities of a discipline fragmented in metatheoretical 
MJOFTBOEPOFPGUIFANJMEFYUFSOBMJUJFTmUIBUPGDPNQMFYJUZ.FUBUIFPSZJT
said to be at least partly responsible for the current lack of cross-theoretical 
understanding and communication. By insisting on judging theories ac-
cording to their metatheoretical leanings, IR scholars reproduce and am-
plify divides to such an extent that it becomes very hard to bring IR theory 
CBDLUPTZOUIFTJTBOEAFDMFDUJDJTN.PSFPWFSNFUBUIFPSZPGUFOAJNQPSUT
knowledge from philosophy and other disciplines, usually with much de-
lay, misinterpretation and de-contextualisation. It is not hard to see why 
students in general would be uninterested in these issues, if even IR schol-
ars themselves perpetuate the distinction between metatheorists and non-
metatheorists in the way they operate. Besides, over-simpli+cation runs the 
risk of shrinking the space and possibilities for metatheoretical debate, a 
move that also a-ects teaching.
However, despite the fact that these negative arguments may work 
together in this way and strengthen the case against metatheory in IR, if 
we look at them critically, we can also detect an internal tension across 
the claims. Some of them are internally problematic, while others cannot 
be taken in conjunction. The discursive-order thesis, for example, which 
is crucial for establishing a strong opposition to metatheory in social sci-
ence, depends on a falsely characterised situation. It may be the case that 
theories should not be judged solely on the basis of metatheoretical crite-
ria, but we would go too far in denying metatheory any relevant norma-
tive role based on the incorrect premise that one discursive order does 
not have an impact on or claims to authority over the other. A great many 
of the complaints against the irrelevance of IR is based exactly on the 
contrary proposition, that the higher-order discourse of IR theory should 
have more impact on the political arena. By the same token, as suggested 
in the case of Constructivism, there is indeed an impact of metatheory in 
the generation of new theoretical knowledge, although I am not claim-
JOHUIBUUIFSFMBUJPO JTPGBEFUFSNJOJTUJDOBUVSF	TFF'3&*3&GPS
a detailed study in the case of Neorealism). Finally, it is simply the case 
that, historically, IR theories and international political theory have had 
a practical impact on social reality, a fact that has been pointed out by all 
TPSUT PG AJOUFSQSFUJWJTU UIFPSJTUT 	8&/%5 8*()5 
5IJT
BDUVBMMZJTUIFNBJOQPJOUPGIBWJOHUIFEJTDJQMJOFJOUIFêSTUQMBDF
The purpose of doing International Relations, like all social science, is to in,uence 
people, sometime, somewhere in a context which will make a di-erence to their 
actions. Thus, at some stage, possibly distant, a course of action will be taken, or 
abandoned, as a result of our e-orts. The world will then look slightly or even 
TJHOJêDBOUMZEJďFSFOUCFDBVTFPGPVSBDUJWJUJFT	/*$)0-40/Q

From this point of view, besides the fact that it does exist, an im-
pact across discursive orders is even seen as desirable, contrary claims 
notwithstanding.
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*OBEEJUJPOUPUIFTFJOUFSOBMQSPCMFNTJOUIFATUSPOHDMBJNBHBJOTU
NFUBUIFPSZUIFSFBSFBMTPQPJOUTPGUFOTJPOCFUXFFOTPNFPGUIFAFYUFS-
nality’ claims. Take, for example, the connection between politics and 
metatheory, where two mutually exclusive theses have been advanced. 
One is that metatheory isolates IR from politics, thus leading to a decrease 
in the +eld’s relevance. The other is that metatheory actually brings poli-
tics to IR in particularly damaging ways by serving, for example, as a kind 
PGA5SPKBOIPSTFGPSUIFDMBTIPGQPMJUJDBMJEFPMPHJFTFWFOBUUIFTDIPMBS-
ship level. One claim ignores disciplinary politics, and the other is very 
interested in it. If we are to take issue with metatheory, a choice must 
be made between one side and the other. A similar tension occurs be-
tween claims about the disciplinary fragmentation and complexity alleg-
edly brought about by metatheory and the diagnoses that are provided 
BHBJOTU JU 'PS FYBNQMF JG JOTVMBUJPO PG EJďFSFOU ADVMUVSFT PS SFTFBSDI
communities is really negative in the way it is portrayed, why should we 
EPBT)BMMJEBZTVHHFTUTBOEESBHNFUBUIFPSZPVUPGUIF*3EFQBSUNFOUT 
Or why should there be an increasing animosity towards metatheoreti-
cal research in IR because some of these highly contingent claims are 
BNQMJêFEJOUPBCTPMVUFOFHBUJWFBSHVNFOUT "êOBMUFOTJPOUIBUDBOCF
detected has to do with the issue of intelligibility and communication. It 
TFFNTUIBUPOFAQPMFPGUIFBSHVNFOUEFOPVODFTUIFMBDLPGEJBMPHVFJO
UIF EJTDJQMJOFXIFSFBT UIF PUIFS AQPMF SFRVJSFTNFUBUIFPSFUJDBM TDIPM-
arship to be de,ated or isolated from the rest of IR. How can the latter 
make metatheory more attractive, or intelligible to non-metatheorists if 
JUJTPTUSBDJTFECFDBVTFPGUIFTFOFHBUJWFFYUFSOBMJUJFT 
 Possible replies from the positive views of metatheory in IR
Besides being in tension with each other and despite some of their 
internal problems, some of these critiques of metatheory in IR still face 
the challenges that may be inferred from the defences of metatheoretical 
TDIPMBSTIJQEJTDVTTFE BCPWF5IF ATUSPOH DSJUJRVF GPS FYBNQMF JT DPVO-
UFSFEOPUPOMZCZUIFJOFWJUBCMFDPOëBUJPOPGAEJTDVSTJWFPSEFSTCVUBMTP
by the fact that we want to test and improve our theoretical knowledge. 
When it comes to theory appraisal and adjustment, the portrait of a clear-
cut distinction between theoretical and metatheoretical discourses (with 
no in,uence from the higher-order to the lower) does not hold water. The-
ory may exist without metatheory, but by its own structure, an argument 
JO UIFPSZ BQQSBJTBM BOE UIFPSZ BEKVTUNFOU FOUBJMT ATZTUFNBUJD EJTDPVSTF
about theory,’ that is, metatheoretical discourse (FREIRE, 2010). We also 
need metatheory if we want to address the issue of disciplinary fragmen-
UBUJPOBTJOEJDBUFECZUIFSFJOUSPEVDUJPOPGABOBMZUJDBMFDMFDUJDJTNUP*3
The point is that whether metatheory has led to more or to less theoretical 
fragmentation in the discipline depends on speci+c cases. In a good number 
of instances it has contributed to fragmentation, but we can also +nd ex-
amples of theoretical syntheses and indicate the constructive role played by 
metatheory. Notice that this is not an analytic claim. Analytically, what is 
clear is the positive use of metatheory in theoretical integration, as a bridge-
builder and synthesiser from one context to the other.
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/Z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Metatheory can also help address the minor externalities related to 
the quality and intelligibility of IR scholarship. While I +nd it fair to say 
that the most recent metatheoretical debates have actually contributed to 
clarifying or at least popularising some of the intricate philosophical is-
sues that were only implicit in the discipline’s past, I grant that it may also 
IBWFHFOFSBUFEGVSUIFSDPOGVTJPOFTQFDJBMMZSFMBUFEUPUIFAJNQPSUBUJPO
and misrepresentation of knowledge from other disciplines. However, 
the way of detecting and correcting these problems is precisely the way 
PGNFUBUIFPSZPGATZTUFNBUJDEJTDPVSTFBCPVUUIFPSZ
As for language, a certain use of jargon is unavoidable and even 
welcomed as part of the process of clari!cation in a specialised +eld such 
BT*3	-*&#&3Q
*OUFSNTPGUIFQPPSRVBMJUZPGTDIPMBSTIJQ
this is a highly contingent critique, depending on the sample, and some 
PG JU JT BMTP VOGBJS0G DPVSTF UIFSFXJMM CF B AUJNF MBHXIFO FYUFSOBM
UIFPSJFTBSFCSPVHIUJOUP*3#VUUIFOBHBJOIPXEPXFEFUFDUUIFQSPC-
MFNTXJUIUIFAUJNFMBH *TOUJUCZMPPLJOHBUUIFSFDPOêHVSBUJPOPGUIF
discipline in light of the introduction and development of new theoretical 
NBUFSJBM *TOUJUCZUIFVTFPGATZTUFNBUJDEJTDPVSTFBCPVUUIFPSZFJUIFS
JOEJTDJQMJOBSZIJTUPSJPHSBQIZPSJOUIFTPDJPMPHZPG*3LOPXMFEHF 
Finally, in the politics of metatheory, this kind of scholarship has 
been contested as something that distances IR scholarship from political 
QSBDUJDFPSQFSIBQTBTTPNFUIJOHUIBUANBTLTUIFBDUVBMQPMJUJDBMDIBSBD-
ter of the disciplinary debates. It is quite obvious that, due to its very na-
ture, metatheory will speak more to theorists than to practitioners on the 
ground. Turning this triviality into a claim against metatheory is point-
less, because it is supposed to deal with theory by design. Besides, how can 
we make scholarly claims about the politics of scholarship and metathe-
PSZNBLJOH JGXFEPOPUBSHVFTZTUFNBUJDBMMZ ABCPVU UIFPSZ "MM UIFTF
considerations point back to what we have seen before about metatheory 
being the appropriate domain for discussing itself, which takes me to my 
own a priori argument. 
An a priori argument on why metatheory cannot be completely  
eliminated from IR
*TUBSUFEXJUIBEFêOJUJPOPGANFUBUIFPSZBTAUIFPSZPGUIFPSZBOE
UIFOEJTDVTTFEXIFUIFSJUXPVMECFEFTJSBCMFUPFNQMPZUIFUFSNAUIFPSZ
in a very strict sense, implying full axiomatisation and strict formalisation 
of a hypothetical-deductive system. Following this discussion, I opted for 
BTJNJMBSCVUMFTTUFDIOJDBMEFêOJUJPOPGANFUBUIFPSZUIBUDPSSFTQPOET
UP ATZTUFNBUJDEJTDPVSTF BCPVU UIFPSZ5XP JNQMJDBUJPOTXFSFEFSJWFE
Metatheory is a kind of theory, or a subset thereof. In addition to, and 
following from this, metatheory can also be an object of metatheoretical 
inquiry. I put these two implications on hold, and now I return to them. 
In the analysis of the negative and positive roles played by metatheory 
in the academic discipline of IR, it becomes clear that the arguments 
UIFNTFMWFTGBMMJOUPUIFDBUFHPSZPGATZTUFNBUJDEJTDPVSTFBCPVUBTQFDJêD
LJOEPGAUIFPSZOBNFMZNFUBUIFPSZ*OPUIFSXPSETUIFDMBJNTBOBMZTFE
IFSF	BQBSUQFSIBQTGSPNANFUBUIFPSZJTCPSJOH
BSFPGBNFUBUIFPSFUJ-
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cal nature. Having reviewed the main topics in this literature in detail, 
I pointed out that, inductively, one-by-one, the negative claims possess 
such metatheoretical character. I now strengthen the case for metatheory 
with an a priori argument.
Metatheory cannot, and will not, be excluded from the discipline of IR 
with the use of logical argumentation: Metatheoretical discourse is a condi-
tion of possibility for well-articulated, systematic and scholarly relevant 
critique of metatheory. For a relevant critique of metatheory (as opposed 
UPANFUBUIFPSZJTCPSJOH
ESBXTPOBDFSUBJOTZTUFNBUJDQFSTQFDUJWFPO
metatheoretical discourse. Therefore, regardless of speci+cs, the system-
atic perspective employed in critique of metatheory is, by de+nition, of 
BNFUBUIFPSFUJDBMRVBMJUZ*UGPMMPXTUIBUOPUPOMZUIFAEJTDVSTJWFPSEFS
BSHVNFOUCVUBOZPUIFSATUSPOHBUUFNQUUPGVMMZFMJNJOBUFNFUBUIFPSZ
from an academic discipline is doomed to failure, because it incurs perfor-
mative contradiction. The very process of arguing systematically against 
metatheory relies on it to be able to function, just like a small child needs 
her father to pick her up if she wants to slap him in the face. Metatheorising 
is a transcendental condition for a critique of metatheory.
Another (and less abstract) way of putting it is by invoking a speci+c 
LFZSPMFPGNFUBUIFPSZUIBUPGEJTDVTTJOHXIBU*3BTBEJTDJQMJOFTIPVME
CF UIFPSFUJDBMMZ BEESFTTJOH/PX B DMBJN BHBJOTUNFUBUIFPSZ HPFT MJLF
“Instead of studying theories theoretically, IR should be studying...” But, 
then, the proposition does perfectly re,ect the metatheoretical role of 
object-delineation for an academic discipline. Therefore, also for this con-
crete reason, it is a claim of a metatheoretical nature and thus reveals a 
QFSGPSNBUJWFDPOUSBEJDUJPOJGUBLFOJOUIFATUSPOHTFOTF*OGBDUFWFSZBDB-
demic discipline predicated on the use of theories has an actual or potential 
metatheoretical discursive layer in it. As a thought-experiment, suppose 
UIBU TPNFTPSUPGQVCMJTIJOH AEJDUBUPSTIJQIBEFĐDJFOUMZNBOBHFE UP TJ-
lence metatheory in IR (which, albeit impossible through logical means, is a 
political possibility). At any given attempt to re-introduce it, the same claim 
GPSNBUXPVMECFFNQMPZFEi*OTUFBEPGTUVEZJOHUIFPSJFTUIFPSFUJDBMMZ*3
TIPVMECFTUVEZJOHu.FUBUIFPSZXPVMECFQPUFOUJBMMZUIFSFPOCPUITJEFT
the attempted re-introduction to the +eld and the counter-argument.
#BDLUPUIFQPJOUNFUBUIFPSZDBOOPUCFGVMMZFMJNJOBUFEGSPN*3
by logical means, nor from any other discipline containing theoretical 
argument in its usual functioning. In some of these disciplines, it has ac-
tually been crystallised into a sub-+eld (e.g., Economic Methodology and 
History of Economic Thought in Economics; Philosophy of Social Sci-
ence in Sociology; Philosophy of Mathematics in Mathematics; Philoso-
phy of Physics in Physics; Philosophy of Biology in Biology; Prolegomena 
JO5IFPMPHZBOETPPO
*UJTJOEFFEUIFDBTFUIBUNVDIPGUIJTACSJEHJOH
between philosophy and speci+c theory can be executed externally from 
a +eld (such as, for example, some studies in the philosophy of science 
focusing on Physics). However, we have to ask ourselves whether, for in-
stance, historians of science would have any interest in IR. I think we can 
all agree that the chance is very small and, therefore, if someone wants to 
metatheoretically discuss the formation of our discipline, this will have 
to be done from inside.
&Z/Z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In response to Halliday’s argument for pushing metatheory into 
philosophy departments, it is fair to say, even from the practical point 
of view, that, although much metatheory is an application of philoso-
phy, it still has to be done from within a specialised discipline. One +nal 
OPUF *BNOPU JOBOZXBZEFGFOEJOH UIFTUBUVTRVPPGNFUBUIFPSFUJDBM
IR. Changes may occur, for better or for worse. For example, I think that 
AUIFEJTDJQMJOF	XIJDIJOTFWFSBMDBTFTNFBOTBHSPVQPG"OHMP"NFSJDBO
TDIPMBST
BTBOJOTUBODFPGXIBUJTLOPXOBTATQPOUBOFPVTPSEFS	'&3-
(640/Q
XJMMFWFOUVBMMZIBWFUPEFDJEFXIFUIFSPSOPUXF
should proceed to an institutionalisation of metatheoretical IR. More-
over, I have already expressed some agreement with the fact that much 
metatheory in IR is actually not very good and needs to be improved. 
The answer, though, is not to avoid metatheory, but rather to do it prop-
erly. And this includes being critical of bad metatheory.
Final remarks
*OUIJTQBQFS*QSPWJEFEBEFêOJUJPOPGANFUBUIFPSZBOBMZTFETPNF
of its implications and then proceeded to a detailed review of the percep-
tions of IR scholars on the potential and pitfalls of metatheoretical schol-
arship in the discipline. Counted in favour of metatheory are positive 
roles related to the clari+cation and formal reconstruction of theoreti-
cal material, the evaluation and improvement of theories, and the criti-
cal introduction of new research programmes. Other constructive steps 
that can be taken in metatheoretical research involve relating theories to 
PUIFSUIFPSJFTPSQFSIBQTUPBOAFYUFSOBMDPOUFYU.FUBUIFPSZIFMQTBE-
just theoretical material from one domain to another and perhaps builds 
ACSJEHFTBDSPTTEJTUJODUBQQSPBDIFT JO *3BOEPUIFSêFMET.PSFPWFS JU
QSPWJEFTB ATFMGJNBHFBOEBDSJUJDBMWJFXPGBMUFSOBUJWFSFBEJOHTPGUIF
discipline with clear reference to its theories. It also operates as a space 
for discussion of which objects IR scholarship should be addressing. In 
addition to this, metatheory is employed as a critical tool denoting the 
limitations of IR scholarship and perhaps opening up space for non-main-
stream approaches that challenge some of the shortcomings of the +eld. 
A +nal positive role played by metatheory in some cases is its use as a 
UPPMPGAJOUFSQSFUJWJTUUIFPSJFTXIFUIFSADPOTUJUVUJWFPSADSJUJDBM5IFTF
theories assume that ideas, including theories, are part of the social world 
and that, therefore, we do well in analysing them theoretically as a way 
of analysing the social world itself.
0OUIFOFHBUJWFTJEFUIFSFJTBATUSPOHBSHVNFOUBHBJOTUNFUBUIF-
PSZJO*35IJTASBEJDBMDSJUJRVFPGNFUBUIFPSZQPJOUTPVUUIBUNFUBUIFP-
retical discourse is intrinsically unable to address social practice at the 
same level of either practical or theoretical discourses. I have shown that, 
taken as an attempt to eradicate metatheory from IR (and perhaps social 
science as a whole), this claim does not hold water for logical, a priori, 
SFBTPOT)PXFWFSJOUIFANJMETFOTFXFNBZDFEFTPNFHSPVOEUPJU
Clearly, metatheory was never designed to play the role of theory, and 
therefore not everyone should be focusing solely on metatheory in IR. 
5IFANJMEDMBJNTBHBJOTUNFUBUIFPSZPGUFOêOEJUWBMVBCMFXJUIJOMJN-
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its. However, ultimately, metatheory has brought a number of negative 
externalities to the discipline, and therefore (so go the claims) its status 
should be reconsidered. One pitfall of metatheoretical IR has to do with 
the way it complicates any reading of the +eld, due to an escalation in the 
process of fragmentation. Moreover, there are complaints about the bad 
quality of metatheoretical research, especially when it involves interdis-
DJQMJOBSZFďPSUT0UIFSNJOPSFYUFSOBMJUJFTIBWFUPEPXJUIBAUJNFMBH
XIFOUIFPSFUJDBMBOENFUBUIFPSFUJDBMEFCBUFTBSFAJNQPSUFEGSPNPUIFS
+elds, the complicated and abstract language employed in the discussions 
and the lack of attractiveness of metatheory. Two more important points 
refer to practical and critical problems in the pedagogy, or teaching of 
metatheory, and the politics of metatheory, or rather the fact that this 
LJOEPGEFCBUFPOUIFPOFIBOEEJTUBODFTUIFêFMEGSPNJUT AWPDBUJPO
BOEPOUIFPUIFSIFMQTUPANBTLUIFSPMFPGQPMJUJDTJOTDIPMBSTIJQ
In light of my discussion, I suggested that some of the negative 
claims are self-defeating, and some of them are disjointed from each oth-
FS*BMTPQSPWJEFEBOBOBMZUJDQSPQPTJUJPOUPDPVOUFSBOZATUSPOHDMBJNT
for the elimination of metatheory from IR, based on the fact that such 
attempt would incur performative contradiction. This was suggested not 
only in abstract terms, but also in a concrete way by brie,y looking at the 
inherently metatheoretical character of each of the main negative argu-
ments. In conclusion, I say that metatheory is here to stay, as it is logically 
impossible to eliminate it from the +eld. We might as well improve its 
quality and take it more seriously. However, I also want to make Holsti’s 
	JOUFSWJFXFECZ+0/&4Q
XPSETNZPXO
I am somewhat concerned that too many people may be spending time discus-
sing great issues of epistemology and metaphysics. I am interested in interna-
tional relations more than philosophy. We are here because we are interested 
in a +eld of human activity. We must be sensitive to the ways we approach its 
study and raise questions about the whys and hows of knowledge. But beyond 
a certain point – and I cannot de+ne exactly where it is located – concern with 
epistemology may lead us to lose sight of the subject matter.
Metatheory may play several negative roles, but none of them pro-
vides a compelling case for its elimination from IR. It should not be ev-
eryone’s focus of attention, but it should not be dismissed as trivial either. 
A critical space for self-re,ection in a discipline “is common to all social 
TDJFODFTu	)0--*44.*5)Q
5IFQSPCMFNXJUINFUBUIFPSZJO
IR is not that it exists as such. The problem is that, in general terms, our 
engagement with it so far has a poor record.
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